that vivify such a system in the U.S. and in Japan. There are some surprises here that have relevance to college classrooms.
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Solution:
The man is an astronaut who went to the moon and back. Outerspace weightlessness: 0 lbs.
of Earth's gravity, or gravity of the moon: 25 lbs.
3) If you have a couple of threes and divide them in half, why do you end up with 4 pieces?
33 cut in half horizontally will make four pieces.
4) How 70 > 3 = LOVE? Solution:
Move the characters of 70 > 3 around.
5) 10 -1= 0 Solution:
If you have a stick (1) and an egg (0) and you give away the stick (1) you still have the egg (0) left.
6) All monkeys eat bananas. I eat bananas. Therefore, I am a monkey! 7) Twelve minus one is equal to two.
Solution:
12 -1 = 2 ( take digit 1 from 12).
8) 7 + 7 = 0.
Take the sticks from the 7's and rearrange them to form a rectangular zero 0. Turn one of the threes around and put them together to make an 8 (approximately).
13) If 10 trees fall down, and no one is around to hear them falling, how many of the trees fall? Solution: Ten.
14) When algebraically 1=0?
Solution:
In a null ring, which is a set with only one element and one binary operation. If we take for "+" and for the same operation, we get a commutative unitary ring. In this case, the unitary element for "*" (which is normally denoted by "1") and the null element, (which is normally denoted by "0") coincide. Both cannon balls should hit the ground at the same time, since gravity acts equally on two objects having the same mass. The cannon barrel was leveled and the cannon ball would begin to fall as it moved forward out of the barrel at the same rate as the cannon ball that was dropped by hand. They would hit at the same time but the cannon ball fired from the cannon would hit the ground far away.
